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In this outlirle, a distinction was established between
the range as it is usually conceived, that is a 18.nd with rather
dense vegetation, usually perennial grasses, mostly consurned by
livestock and the grazed land where, because of the less dense
and less nutritious vegetation, animals may roarn; grazing of these
lan:is is often due to different categories of domestic herbivores,
and the distinction betweenBnd grazed by each category of animaIs
is more difficult to·establish.
As it is understood by most of plant ecoloc:ists anl l'ange
managers, the maj or goal of gr'a:;d ng mFmagement studies is to pro-
duce maxi.'YDJIIl annual crop of grazing anim=ü prc.xl11cts (IIlcat, fiber,
hides, rnilk) over an indefinite period of time, without changing
the vegetation or soil (F. \'Jagner, 197~-R; RarJ8p Y·O:::0:11·ch, 1962;
Agriculture H8.J.... lbook N°. 235, U.S.D.A., S.C.S., 1962). 'l'O.<lt\,nill
this goal, i t involves an accurate knovJledge of such a grazing
pressure which would maintain this equilibrium between number of
animaIs and a stable composition of the vegetation: it varies with
climate, soil, vegetation and also ,~th different kinds, numbers,
am comhination of }PY'hivCH'ii1IS .'lnimA1 f\, Anr1 t.hc SPRson of grazing
(F. Wagner, 19ï5-a).
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The grazing management studies aYrl experiments will be
splitted according four sections.
A. Grazing management studies and experiments not speci-
fically aimed at watershed management ani desert encroachnent
control.
B. Relationships between grazing management and soil
conservation, especially in the field of watershed management
and desert encroachment.
C. Forage drought resistant shrubs; their gr01:lth requi-
rement am use for feeding sheep dUY'ing periods of shortage of
native forage.
D. Sane proposaIs towards a unified methodology from
previously mentioned studies.
SECTION A: GRAZING MANAGEMENT STUDIES AND
EXPERIMENTS NOT SPECIFICALLY
AIMED AT WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
AND DESERT ENCROACHMENT CONTROL
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SECTION A: GRAZING MANAGEMENT STUDIES AND
EXPERIMENTS NOT SPECIFICALLY
AIMED AT WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
AND DESERT ENCROACHMENT CONTROL
In this section, are outlined gr-azing experiJnents and
studies whose major goal is to organize a grazing progr-am on
farms in which erosion, if it exists, can be controlled by regu-
lar grazing treatments, and where erosion is not a major problem.
In Northern Tunisia, except sorne forest land, there is
not rruch native vegetation left, am cattle r.as to fœd mostly
on stubble an:i annual vegetation left on the fallow, whereas in
the Center am the South of Tunisia, the reverse prevails. That
is why our outline on grazing management studies and experiments
will deal only with th2se areas.
There vô.ll be three parts:
1: Grazing management studies in Central Tunisia in
relation with integrated rural planning.
II: Mapping gr'azing sites in Central an:i Southern Tùnisia;
a tentative expression of their forage value am thpir man::lgPlTlent..
III: Intcgratei ecosyntpm stuoips as a tool for grazing
management.
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1. GRAZING 11ANAG91ENr STUDIES IN CENTRAL TUNISIA IN RELATION
WITH INTEGRATED RURAL PLANNING
From 1961, INRAT and FAO created several projects in
Central Tunisia, focusing around survey am rural planning. A team
of agronomists, hydraulicians, econanists, range managers, studied
this area to suggest improvements in lan:l management. In grazing
management, two directions W2re more intensively studi€d:
vegetation mapping for grazing studies
experiments on grazing management arù animal feeding
in two farms, located in the middle of previously mapped
areas.
The first point will be reviewed in the other paper:
vegetation ma.pping. v.Je will only outline the secom one.
1.1. Location of the experimental farms; climate; soil
and vegetation of the surrouming areas.
Two farrns were created in areas differjng hy clîoor.;('
comitions and soi18.
1.1.1. One was more typical of comitions existing
in Dorsale de Tunisie <360 rrnns) with brovm calcareous soils, or
brU'hll sub8rin, aITl -...f8S locatm jn Ouslatia.
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1.1.2. The second is more typical of climatic
con:iitions of Central Tunisia (Ouled fvl'hamed) a.rrl receives as
an average 200 nrns of rainfall.
In each of the farms, the grazing larxis cover from 7 to
800 hectares, that is from 40 to 45 %of the total surface. The
vegetation is (Naegele A., 1972):
- Rosemarinus officinatis, GlobuZaria Alypum, cistus
libanotis (originated by the degradation of Aleppo Pine forest)
plant association * .
- Artemisia campestris and Cynodon Dactylon association
or community with Cynodon Dactylon.
- Alfa (Stipa tenaaissimaJ type
- Rh~nterium suaveolens and Eragrostis papposa association
- Zizyphus lotus and Cynodon DaatyZon association
- Armisia herba alba and Sa7-soZa VCJ."m:~u1cl';<l var. m:U"OG.
1. 2. Grazint. experiments and results obtained.
The results mentioned below are canputed from the
reports of Froment (1970) and Naegele (1972).
* or more exactly called in French: groupement but there is
no eqtÜVal-:;!"f(; in English
1.2.1.
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Experiments
The goal of the experiments on the two farms was to
improve the native grazing land in view of providing throughout
the year a regular feeding to the sheep. The land was divided
into plots whose surface varied according to the ~o~age value of
the plots. Because of the fact these areas were affected by man
and also by water and wind erosion, soil conservation treatments
were applied together with grazing experiments: sorne areas were
excluded frorn grazing for several years; in sorne others, the
stocking rate was decreased. Each flock had 200 hoads, and the
stocking rate was fixed at l hectare/sheep unit in Ouslatia and
3 hectares/sheep unit in Ouled M'hamed.
1.2.2. Iv'Janagement of the grazed plots.
*In each graz€~ plot there was different range units ,
selected as to complement each other (one unit: Be:rm.lda grass grazed
in Summer, and the other range unit rich in armuals in Winter, is
grazed in Winter).
Each plot was managed ét~cording a l"vLé::ttional planni)]g
and was grazed following a certain ord2r, a certain amount of passages
am at fixed periods.
* a raD~e unit is essentially defined in these studies as having
different periods of management am different production, am
also dif'ferent plants composition.
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Results
Z.2.3.Z. Production of the grazed lands.
The production of the grazed lards was evaluated according
to the amount of days of grazing by the sheep in relation with the
fixed stocking rate: it is an indirect method.
Z.2.3.2. When the rainfall is lower
than 40 rrms in autumn, it will require during this period a supple-
mentation to ensure good lactation of the ewes and therefore a good
growth of the lambs.
Z.2.3.3. Balance between the sheep nutri-
tional requirement and the grazed land production. (M. Sarson, 1971).
The nutritional requirements of the sheep computed fran Leroy ard
plotted on a graph against the production of grazed lands, show
(see Figure 1) that during 2 months in Summer ard 3 months in Winter,
the sheep requirements are not covered: this ernphasizes on the need
for Central Tunisia (and we think also for South) of a feeding supple-
mentation; the researches on this subject are outlined in Section C
(forage drought resistant shrubs).
Z.2.J.4. Results related ta botanical
composition, the amount of grazing, its duration.
- Tberiez ard Szkouri (1969) fistulated shccp in the
experJ...'nental flock, the studied botanical <,omp()!'dt5nn imieateù. thRt
Cynodon nt.1t.-"t:yl.m wn:i pL·c.~Ajl.ing {n the diet.
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'/ 3 ~ - The daily consumption of a pregnant ewe in Ouslatia
is} 4 kilograms of dry matter per day.
- Duration of grazing: Tchamitchian a.rrl Sarson (1970)
showed that fat tailed. sheep stops its grazing at 32 C., whereas thin
tailed algerian variety of sheep stops i tE grazing at 28 C.; thus, fat
tailed sheep grazes one hour more than thin tailed.
1.3. Other grazing experiments.
Other grazing exper:iments were carried. in forest (A. el
Harnrouni a.rrl M. Sarson, 1974) close to Ouslatia; it was a Rosemarinus
officinaZis garrigue with 370 mms rainfall a.rrl a sol brun calcaire.
There was 3 treatments:
(A) continuous grazing
(B) gr-azing after canplete exclusion since 6 years
(C) controlled gr-azing: 150 A.U.D./hectare/year
In (A): Anabasis ol'opediol'um~ AI'temisia herba alba-*
Lygaeum spartum increased in density, whereas Cistus Zibanotis a.rrl
monspeZiensis am also Globulal'ia Alypwn decreasPd in demüty (sec
in 3.2.l.2. the concept of decreasers and increasers).
In (C): Globularia Alypum~ Cistus monspeZiensis and
Zibanotis increased in density (increasers).
If a larri has to be used for gr>azing purposes, total exclusion from
grazing is less efficient in vegetation recovêl'Y than cÛlllrolled
grazing. It was also shOvT" j that this garrigue suits better to goat
ll!An n~:p; ~ n t1", (~~f'.C of' 8.hnt;p,. it. f!00f1S sllppl Pfllcnlation.
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II • MAPPING GRAZING SITES IN CENTRtJ.L MD SOtlTI-IERN TONISIA;
A TENI'ATIVE EXPRESSION OF THEIR FORAGE VALUE .1\1ID THEIR
MANAGEMENl'
In Center and South, the project PAM 482 in relation with
the project FAO/TUN 71 was asked to reinforce anj develop (Cabee,
1975) by
- planting thornless prickly pear (Opuntia fi<JUs indica
var. inerms) ~ AtripZex Nur!1muZaria~ Acacia ssp.
- distributing to sheepbreeders 65.000 tons of concentrates
at a low priee.
- create areas with improved grazing management.
This was a joint effort of animal nutritionists anl plant
ecologists.
In this section, will be outlined the organization of these
areas with improved grazing management: 9 were ereated, on lanl
belonging to astate owned organization, totalling 7.000 hectéU~es.
2.1. Survey method
The survey follows these steps:
2.1.1. Vegetation map at 1/20.000th scale
2.1. 2. Their approximative forage value computed
l'rolT\ "l'.:c::-ne;r :1r:>" ~ttCl- 1Jr(ilu~tjfm of p8.~h pl::mt QRRO~i~tion.
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2.1. 3. Matching the nutritional requirements of the
sheep with the forage value of vegetation. The nutritional requi-
rements of the ewes were splitted by month; by approximations, am.
lmowing the forage value of the vegetation, it was possible to
define the number of sheep (stocking rate).
2.1.4. The larù was dividcd into plots, which were
grazed by fixed rotations, and a time table irùicated the changes
in flock composition and veterinary care.
2.1.5. \Vhen a forage deficit occured, the animaIs
were supplemented with concentrates, am for the future, areas
planted with Opuntia ficus indica var: inermis were located, so
tœt Opuntia could be used as a supplement to the sheep food.
2.1.6. In aIl these grazed areas concentrate was
also distributed during the critic8.] periods, one monLh beÎoro nrr
one month after the lambing.
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III. INI'EGRATED ECOSYSTEM STUDIES AS A TCOL FOR GRAZING ffiANAGEMENT
In this section, are mentionOO the researches of US. lIEF
Desert Biome, Tunisian Presaharan proj oct wl'.Jch studies a complete
ecosyste."Tl in an area with high desert encroacrment hazard: It is
a Rhanterium suaveolens ecosystem* covering, on the Vernet Gaussen
map of vegetation, several hundrOOs of thousanàs of hectares.
3.1. General goals and perspectives; grazing wanagement
studies.
General goals.
As describOO by F. Hagner (1975-G), the general obj ective
is to acquire a bcdy of research information from which land-use
patterns (grazing, cultivation) could be recommended which would
maintain and hopefully increase the prcductivity and economic gains
from the land. To reach this goal, several methcds can be usOO:
alter the grazing practices so that prcductivity and
structure of vegetation can be changed;
- compare economic gains (includir,g soil maintenance or
improvement) of cultivation, grazing.
To reach the previous objectives, it is also necessary to
study the lives of countryrnen and their familial economy (their
* named 2fter the dominant plant species which is Rhanterium
suaveoZens
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nutritional needs, economic value of the crops, how the patterns
of culture are organized arourrl the rnean of gaining livelihood) .
The interactions between the different components of the
ecosystem are complex, and to understa~ and establish these dynamic
relationships, syste~ analysis \iÏll be used: a mathematical pre-
dictive rnodel established and checked in the field.
3.1.2. Studies other than grazing.
Two experimental plots were rented (160 hectares) near the
village of Chaabania and the following studies perforrned:
3.Z.2.Z. - rneasurernents of ecosystem
components = as a quantity of energy accumulated as living matter
(plant and wild arrimal bianass = abiotic factors were also rneasured.:
precipitation, temperature, hurnidity, wind, soils).
3. Z. 2.2. studies of processes of traJ lsÎc:r
of energy frOIn one e0.osystGTl compr)Dcnl tu Lllc OUlel-'; thcy arc mcnsllred
as rates.
3.1.3. Grazing studies.
'I\'iO main directions of research are followed:
3.Z.3.Z. Bioenergetics of the livestock.
T':1 th;", pm~t; Rrr.:> SblrliPrl vcgetéltion focx1 diet by sheep am goats, the
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amount of the preferred plant species consQmed daily anrl seasonally,
what proportion of this food they digest, their rate of growth am
reproduction; understard.ing this, it is possible ta :improve the
grOwth of sheep ard. goats by changi!'.g the vegetation structure.
J.Z.J.2. Impact of domestic animals
on vegetation am resulting trems; kims am canbinations in
relation with the gr-azing seasons. To follow change of vegetation
according to these pararnetcrs, the plots were subdivided according
to several grazing treatments (or paddocks).
A. fall grazed treatment (mixed flock of sheep a.n:l
goats)
B. winter grazed treatment (miX'2C1 flock)
C. spring grazed plot (mixed flock)
D. spring grazed plot (sheep alone)
E. spring grazed plot (goats alone)
F. summer grazed plot (mixed flock)
Around these tlrJO plots, named Intensivestudy sites (1.S.S.),
exist a rectangle of 10 kms x 15 kms wbich hOO an aerial survey at
1/1000 scale fram SIES and Uppsala University (abreviated as E.R.S.),
in which live the eight félIDilies studied for human bioenergctics
studies.
3.2. Results
3.2.1.-
3tudy SitoG (J.s.S.).
I1rr17;ing IAAMgc.mCllt sLudies on Intensive
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3.2.2. Grazing studies in relation with human sub-
sistence needs.
In th'se studies on grazing will be outlined
3.2.l.l.
arù goats.
3.2.1.2.
on vegetation and resultirg trends.
3.2.l.l.
Bioenergetic studies on sheep
Impact of grazing by animaIs
by sheep arù goats.
3.2.1.1.Z. Plant palatability
To understarù what are the most preferred plants, was used
the bite count method (Neff, 1974) first by R. Griego (1975) arù
later by D. Crocker-Bedford (1976).
a. Results on spring grazing by R. Griego (1975).
The studies were performed in spring 1974, a year with 94 millimeters
precipitation and during one month; they are mentioned in Table (1)
for the sheep and Table (2) for the goat. Sorne conclusions can be
drawn:
- Throughout the spring grazing, there is a general
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shift, for the goat as well as for the sheep, from the armuals to
the perennials; this corresponds probably to the drying out of the
annuals am simultaneously to the peak flowerir,g of Rhanteriwn
suaveolens flowering.
- Throughout one month of observation, the
percentage of perennials in the consumption was tUg.'1e!" for thE)
goat than for the sheep (see Table A) and the difference was sta-
tistically significant.
Table (A)
alone mix(."(j
flock
sheep 60,4 % 63,6 %
gO!3.t 75,7 % 83,2 %
- The perennial \'lhich was mostly consumed for
the sheep as well as the goat and this from the middle of the spring
was Rhanterium suaveolens; next after Rhanteriwn~ the sccoui pcrt..'n-
nial species important for the sheep is Argyrol.obium unifl.orum (see
Table (1), an:! for the goat is Retama raetam (see Table (2); Argy-
rolobiwn was eaten to the root vrhich means that it is only its small
availability which limited its consumption.
b. Data on food diet in 1976: spring, surnmer, fa11,
by D. Croker-Bcùford. The results based upon bite counts studies
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similar to those of R. Griego's are summarized in Tables (4), (5)
and (6); the year had unusually high precipitations (470 millimeters).
The fo11owing general conclusions can be drawn:
- The shift towards perennials occurs later in
the season, am. first for the goat, an1 secomly for sheep; it occurs
when annuals dry out am Rhanterium is at its height of flowering.
- Once the flowers have dried out, sheep a.rù
goats eat the litter, but each of them eat different canponents
of it:
sheep eat mostly the litter on the soil an1
~ staming dead whereas goats consume mostly the standing dead
an1 sorne litter.
c. Table (7) shows a synthesis of the most consumed
plant species by sheep and goats according to the seasons.
3.2.l.l.2. Nutritional
values of diets consumed by sheep am. goats. R. Griego (1975)
studied for the sheep and goats the consumption of dry matter,
the digestibi1ity of the diets, the apparent digestible '~nergy,
the percentage of crude protein am digestible protein (see
Tables (10) and (11). Tt was shown that for the sheep alone and
in mixed herds the consumption of dry matter is maximum on the
first week and drops the 3 other weeks; as an exarnple, for sheep
alone it falls from 2,9 kilograms per day to 1,5 kilograms on
2nd, 3rd, 4th week, which is statisti~ally significant: the
R.verage rate if'; l,q kilogrRlTls; for the goat, the rate of dry matter
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in take does not vary from the lst to the 4th week a.rrl ranges
from 1,9 to 1,5 kilograms per day.
3.2.1.2.
!a!i~n_ap._r~sul!i~-!r~~s..:.
3.2.l.2.l. The concept of
decreasers, and increasers. Dyskerthuis worked out this concept
(1949, 1952, 1958) which is based upon the reaction of plants to
grazing. As an illustration, let us consider in Dar ez Zaoui ex-
perimental plot, the range site * named nebka, a.rrl canpare two
vegetation measurements, one in nebka excluded from grazing since
1972 (named A in Table 8) a.rrl nebY~ which is grazed only in the
middle of spring until middle of surnmer (it is named column B in
Table 8).
The comparison of (A) a.rrl (B) shows 3 categories of plant
species.
- category 1: species highly des:ircd hy Sh)0P ~ri1 g0::'l+:~
or less desired but more abuniant than the first ones, which de-
creaSE in prcx:luction and dcnsity when being grazed; such species,
called decreasers are: Matthiola kralikii~ Hedysarum spinosissimum
ssp. eu-spinossimum~ Zollikofel'ia resedifolia ssp. eu-resedifolia~
Plantago albicans~ Cutandia divaricata~ Argyrolobium uniflorum~
Daucus syrticus.
* By range site, it is meant an area, within a pl"'.Dt association,
with c18arly defined soil and vegetation features. A plant
association may be splitted into several range sites.
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- category 2: species named increasers whose production
am density increases when the decreasers decline with grazing.
Artemiaia oampe8t~ia occupies a situation not yet clearly
defined., may be an increaser in areas which are not grazed in winter
(in our winter grazed plot, Artemiaia aampe8t~i8 has aJmost canplete-
ly disappeared because of its constmlPtion by goats, creating accidents
when a dry autunm occurs anj there is an over consumption of A~temisia).
3.2.l.2.2. Changes and
modifications in the Dykserthuis concept to conditions in 'funisia.
- Clilnax or exclusion fran grazing since a more
limited period of tinte. In his papers, Dykserthuis canpares the
production of a given range site with its potential production
(climax of the same site). How long will it take in reality to
reach this climax? For this reason to this climatic concept, it
seems more reasonable ta substitute a limited period of tinte, for
instance 5 years.
- Under exclusion t'rom grazing, he assurned that species
increasing in plant density and production (the decreasers) nre only
those which are the oost nutritious; for the tinte being (after 4
years of exclusion), this is only partially true for the Jeffara
sardy Rhante~iwn su.aveolens ecosystem; using the list of most
desired plant species (included in Table 7), it was possible to
define (for the present time) the key forage species (see Table 7).
It bas to be remernbered that the production of an average
year is taken as a "reference benchnark".
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3.2.2..2.3.
of the range condition and range trend.
r·1eaning am use
Meaning. The objective of a grazing
prograrn is either to improve a deteriorated range or allow a gocxi
range to rerna.in so. This is obtained through the evaluation of
the range condition am the rar.ge tren:l. ~e condition is the
state of health cf a range site (p. 8, U.S.D.A. ~~book, 1962) at
the present time, whereas the range trem, by measuring the comition
of the sarne site at different tL~e intervals, checks if there is an
irnprovement or deterioration as cŒlpared to the pr2sent grazing
situation (that is an upward or down"Jard trend).
Use of range condition am trem.
a. Range condition am rangeland
classification. Range comition perrnits to rate the present pro-
duction of one range site relative to its potential (that is what
it should produce). An excellent grazing site prcxiuces close to
its potential, whereas a similar range site in average or paor
comition prcxiuces far from its potentia1. This provides a range-
condition classification. As &~ ex~le, let us consider in
Rhanterium suaveolens am Asphodelus refraatus association (at this
level we keep the descriptive phytosociological status) the range
site narned nebka in our Dar ez Zaoui experiment3l plot (described by
A. Southard in 1973).
According to our studies, and oilly after 4 years of exclusion
from grazing it 1Ims already possible to separate (see Table 9).
1. Nebka area excluded from grazing am whose potential
prcx1ll~tion 18 r8.tcd excellent.
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It includes 464,53 kgs of decreasers of nutritious quality
out of a total of 701,14 kgs which corresporrls to a percentage of
66,3 %; the percentage of increasers ia of 7,2 %.
2. Nebka area cOITesporrling to spring deferred
grazing. r:Che amC)1Jnt of decreasers of nutritiOl.ls quality is 201,49
tgs out of 701,14 kgs which is 18,6 %; the amount of increasers is
85,60 kgs am their percentage as ccmpared to total prOOuction reaches
17,7 %. It is rated fair.
The rating of the;: cordition of aIl the range sites
of a farm points out to the farmer the sites fram wl1ich he will get
the quickest return for his investments (U. S.D.A. Ha.n:ibook No. 235,
p. IlS, 1962). It is also possible to delimit range sites with poor
P::·OC11 ction am the causes of such present cordition: the fanner may
decide vihat changes need to be rnadeto improve his lani. Also such
range corrlitbn irrlicates the key forage plants, on which he will
bs.r:'= his r.nnc:ZOr.1Srlt. With these range corrlition ratings, it I\rill
~e possible ta the farmer ta prepare a grazing management plan.
b. Criteria used for evaluatirg the range
comition. A sheet was prepared in the project ta evalu9.te renge
corrlition according to several criteria (see Table 9). They are
listed below according their importance:
- the present proo.uction as a percentage of potential
proouction;
- the percentage of nutritious decreasers by weight
as related to the total production;
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the amount or percentage of soil surface covered
by the litter: the percentage of the soil covered by the litter or
its amount is needed for three reasons:
for ecosystems with annual vegetation,
litter is consumed during summer;
the bigger the amount of litter and the
better the protection against soil or ~Qnd erosion (see section
on erosion);
microtopography and erosion conditions:
rills, gullies or soil surface covered with ripple-marks (see section
on erosion).
c. Range trend. But to evaluate ihe correct-
ness of past and present management methods, it is also equally
important to know the direction or trend of the ra~e condition.
Kn01'ling if, according to the proposed grazing management, the
vegetation is improving or deteriorating, or just stationary, in-
dicates if the practices are correct or need to be charged. Also
sorne importance needs to be given to the extent of gullies, rins,
ripple-rnarks.
3.2.2.
The features in human bioenergetics more relevant to
gr'azing management are (W. Bedoian, 1975).
1) In Jeffara, for each of the families studi.2d,
thora 1P· ~ f':catt,,'rh1g of t:hpir ploi-.R throllghout the whole area:
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because of the scattering of the rains, at least one part of the
plots receive always sorne rain.
2) When there is no rain in Chabbania and in sorne
other places of Jeffara, flocks migrate from all over the dry
areas to cluster in lands having received rain: there are 5 such
areas.
3) Nutritional requirements and use of sheep and
goats for families. Each of the farnily studied uses goat' s milk
and rneat for their own ccnswnption; the wool fr'om sheep and fur
from goat is wover for ouazroas.
SECTION B: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN GRAZING MANA-
GEMENT AND SOIL CONSERVATION, ESPE-
CIALLY IN THE FIELD OF WATERSHED
MANAGEMENT AND DESERT ENCROACHMENT
SECrION B:
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN GRAZING MANA-
GEMENT AND SOIL CONSERVATION, ESPE-
CIALLY IN THE FIELD OF WATERSHED
MANAGEMENT AND DESERT ENCROACHMENT
Problems ani remedies water and win:l erosion are outlined
simultaneously because of:
- the similarities of the two processes in terms of
Fluid Mecmnics;
- the close nlationships between water and wim erosion
existing in sandy watersheds umer semi-arid climate.
1. srtIDIES ON WATERSHED MANAGEMENr RELATED 'ID GRAZED LANDS
In Central Tunisia, in 1968, U.S./PJD launched a pilot
project on the watershed management of Oued Merguellil whose floods
create difficult comitions in Kairouan Plain (Sock1nann, 1968);
later on, the Forest Service of Tunisia, through the FAO-SIDA project
studied the prevention from floodings of Sbiba irrigated area
(project FAO/SIDA 'l'Dl:. 71), am. also the prevention of siltation
of dams (project FAO/SIDA, 1976); most of these Forest service
studies are urrler completion now.
1.1. Inventory methods of watersheds
1.1.1. For Merguellil project, it was done according
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to the method used in U. S. Sail Conservation Service: soils are
grouped into hydrologic soil groups, then land use and treatment
classes are estimated on a mn-off producing basis; then these two
categories are grouped into hydrologic soil-cover complexes, which
in turn are used to estimate direct mn-off. Sorne explanations are
given below:
1) Classifying the hydrologic soil groups of the
watershed (see map 1): the sciLs are classified according to their
infiltration properties, ranging from soils with high infiltration
rates (and therefore low mn-off potential) to soils with very slow
infiltration rate (high run-off potential), such is the case in the
map l of shallow soils with a subhorizon almost impervious.
2) Lan:i use and treatment classes. In a watershed,
land use types are classified according to their hydrologic properties
(in this case run-off production) and not in term of yields; crop
rotations (dense or row crops), grazing lands, farm wood lots. As
an example, the Table (B) indicates the classification used for
evaluating the grazing lands of a subwatershed, Oued M' silah, located
in the Merguellil project.
Table (B)
~-_.---_. - l
Hydrologie
condition
poor
average
good
Range condition
heavily grazed, without litter, with
a vegetal cover less than 50 %
normally grazed, vegetation plus litte
cover between 50 %and 75 %of total
surface
low grazing, vegetation plus litter
cover more than 75 %.
- ------------
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Such classification allows an estimation of run-off inten-
sity for a given hydrologic group, a'Ù therefore proposes the
splitting of the watershed into several categories of control areas
(see map 2).
- Those controlled by floodwater retarding struc-
tures a.n:1 la.n:1 treatment measures only;
- those controlled by lani treatment measures only.
1.1.2. In S.I.D.A. - F.A.O. projects, census
methods were similar in principle, though foc\.tsing more on dynamic
geanorphology. The maps were the following ones:
- factorial erosion map which gathers data on dynamic
geanorphology of erosion process, geology, soil science,slope ani
vegetation;
- la.n:1 capability map establishing the different
control areas a.n:1 the treatments to be associated;
- ethnical, human sociological groups-.
II. RESULTS OBI'AINED
All the studies above mentioned were (or are) carried out
at big scale in the field, except Oued el Haneche t which will re-
quire sane supplementary studies.
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2.1. The principle which was the base of the grazing
lTI.anagement of the four watersheds (Merguellil, Sbiba, el Haneche,
Hadjel) was the sarne: to decrease the grazing pressure on the
eroded lands by developing sorne new for::;ge resources in other parts
of the watershed, or to L~ort during sorne time forage resources
which could not be inrnediately gr'own on the watershed.
2.2. This was carried out in t1l10 steps:
2.2.1. Step 1: Replace extensive grazing of the
forest and rangelands on eroded areas by increasir~ forage production
of other locations of the watershed, by
p1anting Opuntia ficus indica var. inermis (thornless
prick1y pear), AtripLex NummuLaria, Acacia cyar~phyLLa in the eroded
an:l grazed larùs, or on good an:l not erodE'd soils*, i''*, ***
increasing the forage production on irrigated areas
locatE:~ in the watershed whenever possibl e 8ro CCOIJomi ('..'1J ly f0ASi hl c -l~ ;
importing, during the first years, sorne fOl'Aga ûuppl ('fll',nt-c;
ftom outside the watershed am sowing barley to be consLUTleà. as
**forage .
*
**
*1{*
(FAO/SIDA project TON 71; April 1974)
(Sockmann, H., U.S.A. ID, 1968)
(FAO/SIDA project, May 1976; Harch 1976; TON 5~
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2.2.2. This increase in forage resources allowed:
- a complete exclusion from the grazing of the forest * ,
or a control1ed grazing in the first years of plantation of forage
sl1rubs ( ***);
- or a decrease in the stocking rate, the country men
associations promising to follow the stocking rate limitations,
in exchange of which the goverrment would supply feeding supplements
to shepherds when year would be dry ~**;
- or a deferred rotation during several years (**).
III. STUDIES ON DESERT' ENCROACHMENT CONTROL IN ARID GRAZING LANDS
Desert encroachment occurs in Southern Tunisia in sandy soils
with less than 200 millimeters precipitation.
3.1. Causes of desert encroachment in grazing lands of
Southern Tunisia.
Desert encroachment is the process by which a land covered
with vegetation is transformed into a lardscape of dunes or regs
(Aubreville, 1949).
*
**
***
(FAO/SIDA project TUN 71; April 1974)
(SOC~J1, H., U.S.A. ID, 1968)
(FAO/SIDA project May 1976; March 1976; TON 5).
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In fact, desert encroachnent implies three processes:
wirrl erosion, transportation of the san:i particles at different
distances, san:i accumulation; each of these processes can occur
very close or far away from each other.
In the experirnental plots of D.S.fIBF Desert Biome, the
soils have been studied by A. Southard (1973); their conmon feature
is the occurence in the superficial layer of an important fraction
of very fine sand (80 to 90 %of soil is sand whose particle size
ranges from 0,25 mms to 0,10 mms: this soil is highly erodible
to virrl erosion).
Our hypothese for explaining the desert encroacrment in
gazed lands is based upon Zingg's studies on wirrl erosion on
cultivated lan::ls (U .S.D.A., 1957): At the origine of wirrl
erosion and desert encroachment in gazed larrls of Southern 'funisia
is the unsufficient amount of litter left by leaving the animals
to gaze for a too long period in sumner. The studies in the pro-
ject of D. Crocker-Bedford have shown a big litter consumption in
sumner when aU plant species have dried out. When trampling a
sandy soil which is not protected by litter, the hooves of the
animaIs create a 100se sarrly layer easily removed by the wirrls at
errl of summer (G. Novikoff, 1977-b). The lan::lscape which is
originated is a typical mosaic aspect of humnocks where san::l
accunnl1ated in alternance with bare spots without sand: The
Figure 2 included is an aerial survey picture of one part of
our experimental plot (SIES survey) which shows this aspect.
3.2. Experiments
The experiments were carried out urder field corrlitions
very close to those frorn an average local countryrnan, that is
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- a surface of grazing land of 120 hectares;
- a mixed flock of sheep am. goats of 77 he&d, with
the same age struc~~e.
- an identical stocking rate, which is of 0,6 sheep unit
per hectare in 1976. The differences v!ere due to grazing manage-
ment: Instead of a contimous grazing, the land was grazed accor-
ding to a deferred seasonal grazing pattern: plots grazed in fall,
others in winter, others in spring and sumner.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Deferred grazing in ~~ocky sandy area
with active ripple-rnarks *. In sumner 1973, this area was des-
cribed by A. Southard as the following: the soil surface was
covered t'rom 40 to 60 %with ripple-rnarks, and litter did not
coyer more than 5 %of the soil surface. After 2 years of defer-
red grazing in summer, ripple-marks had disappeared; in en:l of
August 1976, litter coverE.d 60 %of soil surface, am loose sandy
layer due to tralllpling di d. not exceed 3 cms whereas in the similar
area outside the exper:imental plot, which was continuously grazed,
there was 40 %of soil surface covered with ripple-marks, the loose
sandy layer due to trampling !eached 12 cms, am there was no litter.
3.3.2. Cas~ of three years of exclusion from grazing
followed by Sl.llTIlTler deferred grazing. One part of the area was covered
* Measurements carTied out in our experimental plots showed
that ripple-marks occurence on the soil was always related
to an eolian activity: wind erosion or sard accunnl1ation.
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with bare active sand dunes located a~~g Rhanteriu~ vegetation.
Once the exclusion frcm grazing started, their height did not
change (1,20 m) which indicated the sand accumulation stop~0d.
M'ter 3 years, they were covered T..n.th armual vegetation and
there was no more ripple-marks (mostly Cutandia divariaata and
Matthiol.a 1œal.ikii). From swrmer 1975, these dunes vIere h"avily
grazed and upon cornpletion of grazing, there was no traces of
ripple-marks or sa.'1d movernent (Novikoff, G., 1977).
3.4. Conclusions
Under sorne specifically defined Jeffara conditions and for
different soil types, it is possible to stop desert encroachrnent
in grazed lands; the only condition is to leave a minimum amount
of litter at soil surface during sumner; this can be obtained by
limiting the ,duration of grazing: the erosion will be stopped
when values.above critical degree of cover of litter are rCR.ched.
SECTION C: FORAGE DROUGHT RESISTANT SHRUBS;
THEIR GROWTH REQUIREMENT AND USE
FOR FEEDING SHEEP DURING PERIODS
OF SHORTAGE OF NATIVE FORAGE
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SECTION C: FORAGE DROUGHT RESISTANT SHRUBS;
THEIR GROWTH REQUIREMENT AND USE
FOR FEEDING SHEEP DURING PERIODS
OF SHORTAGE OF NATIVE FORAGE
Like any other area with Mediterranean climate, there are
in 'funisia two pericxis in the year during which nutritive require-
ments of the sheep cannot be covered by nativ'2 vegetation: sumner,
usually August; winter, usually December - J B....'1uary; the Figure (1)
shows an illustration of thEse two periods of s~or'tage for the
grazing lands close to the Ouslatia farm (Tunisian Dorsale,
380 millimeters of rainfall).
Aside this seasonal recu.rrir~ process, may occur a less
frequent droutht, lasting the whole year.
Because of these periodic shortages, experiments started
long 880 in Tunisia (at Institut Arloing) to acclimatize a forage
drought resistant shrub, such as Opuntia spp., AtPiplex spp. The
goal of these researches was to find a shrub which would accumulate
green matter during the growth season; it could stay on the shrub
during the period of shortage and given as food to animals as a
replacement for natural vegetation during the seasonal drought.
It is only at the setting of Ouslatia experimental farm (created
by FAO), arrJ the efforts of Forest Service of Tunisia that these
st1J.dies reached their full development. Three shrubby genera ex-
perimentsd were: Opunt'!:a ficu8 indica var. inermis~ Atriplex
Halirrrus~ Atriplax NW:l!nularia~ Acacia cyanophylla and A. ligulata.
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The following sections will be out lined :
1.1. Growth requirernents and feeding experiments with
Opuntia ficus indica var. ineoos.
1.2. Growth requirements am. feeding experiments with
Atriplex ~ummularia am. A. Halimus.
1.3. Feeding with Acacia cyanophyl~a, A. Zigulata
am. Medicago arborea.
. -...:.
.~.
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1.1. Growth requirements and feeding exper:iJnents \'Jith
Qpuntia ficus indica var. inermis
Opuntia ficus indica var. inerrrr~8 became lIridely planted
(several thousands of hectares) through the efforts of PAM 482
project am. the Ministry of Agriculture of 'funisia, which provided
to farrners a loan of 22 Tunisian dinars per hectare of Opuntia
planted, reimbursed at 4 % (Dechelotte and Romano, 1975).
1.1.1. Nutritive value am. mineral status.
According to: M. Sarson (p. 107, 1971), these are the data
for Opuntia inermis:
Table (C)
% of dry matter
M.S M.M M.C M.A M.G EA P Ca K Na
n
10 é 28,0 7,8 3,2 1,8 59,3 0,04 7,56 1,25 0,02,
According to Gachet and Sch\'Jeisguth (p. 31, 1972), their
energetic value, expressed in F.u. (or Forage Unit* ) is of 0,06 F.U.
per kg of dry matter for phyllods one year old, which is poor.
* nuone 1' •• is the equivalent of one kilogram of barley
1.1.2.
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Soils. The optimal sail is a coarse
textured sail, s:imilar ta those on which grow the olive trees or
almoms; i t can also grow on finsr textured soils.
1.1.3. fl.ê:n!.i~_oe~ti.a. The planting is done
by trenches on which Opuntia phyllcxis are planted without watering.
1.1.4. !i~l~s.:.. fala!aÈ.ili!y.=.. Fe~i~_eEJ~rËTl~n!s.:..
The yields vary according to the precipitations.
Z.Z.4.Z. Areas with precipitations
ranging from 300 to 380 millirneters. In Bir bou Rebia farm (average
380 millimeters of precipitations), an arboretum unique in rJfaghreb
was established (J. el Harrrr'ouni am M. sarson, 1973; it included
43 Opuntias ficus indica var. inermis and 24 other spiny Opuntias.
Their biornass was measured am the ecotype highcst in production
was ~1ontarnaud, Opuntia inermis.. strain which produced 53,8 kg per
iniividual of the fourth year.
In Ouslatia farm, Opuntia ficus indica var. inermis gRvc
the following yiplrls ~ rt('{"l(1T'fl"Ïng ta tllC t'rCQU0T1('Y ur c;utt i ng (lii:ielleL
an::l Schweisguth, p. 31, 1972):
Table CD)
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Opuntia ficus indica var. ineT'TTlis
production according to the frequency
of cutting
.
Plot Pr'o-
refe- Cutting ductiGn F.U. value of the yieldrence ln
n • kg/h:l
A Every year 3.721 3.721 x 0,06 F.U. = 223 F.U.
B Every 6.367 2.646 x 0,04 + 3.721 x 0,062 years
= 329 F.U.
e Every 8.342 1. 975 x !),03 + 2.646 x 0,043 ye2rS
+ 3.721 x 0,06 = 388 F.U.
D Every 9.028 686 x 0,02 + 1. 975 x 0,03 +4 years 2.646 x 0,04 + 3.721 x 0,06
= 402 F.U.
There is a decrease in the nutritive value:
0,06 F.U. on lst year to C,02 F.U. on 4th year;
This accounts for the doubling only of th.:: F.TJ., whereas
pro:.iuction 11as tripled. Its best period of use is winter,
and its optimal frequency of cutting is every 2 or 3 years.
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Sorne remarks_about its use. In Ouslatia farm
1° The Opuntia phyllods are not grazed directly by the
animaIs because no regulation of the cutting would be possible.
They are cut an:i transported to the bergerie.
2° The Opuntia phyllods are not the urüque cornponent of
the sheep diet, as i t is done in the cOtL'1tries ....lhere i t has ori-
ginated; it is always mixed up with other feeding components .
...
l.l.4.2. A.reas with precipitations
::,~ing frorn 150 to 200 millimeters. In Gafsa gouvernor8te,
several thousanis of ~1ectares ~!ere planted, an:J. the yields t'or
an area receiving 150 millimeters VaI'y according to the soil:
According to Dechelotte and_Romano (1975), it is of:
7 tons / hectare after 4 years of growth on coarse
textured soils;
5 tons / hectare after 4 years of growth on deep fine
textured so.ils;
7 tons / hectare after 3 years of gr'owth on coarse
gravelly and rocky soils.
The author3 queRt.inn thn. T'pnt::lhi lit.y !If 8U0.h plémtatiuns
l.)(? l ow ?Ot.l m:i.lJimet0rs.
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1.1.5. Limitati~ns in_the_u~e_o!!lP!:f!lti~ t.i~!!..
f:..n4i~a_v~.:.. f:..ne.r:!!Y-!!...
Z.Z.5.l. Limitations due to soil and
water. As mentioned before, the deep ard coarse textured soils
are the optimal soil comitions, which is the same as for the
olive-trees:
Below 200 millÏIiJ.eters, according to the observations of
the author, rainfall occurs a competition between olive-tree and
Opuntia fiaus indiaa var.inermis. Most of the favourable sites,
receiving extra moisture run off were planted in olives, am this
is probably because it is a nnütipurpose tree
- oil is obtained from olives;
leaves from pruned branches are- used for feed:ï.ng
the sheep;
- the wood is used for heatip.g.
l. l. 5.2. Limitations due ta its nutritive
value. Because of its poor energetic arrl proteie valll~Opuntia bas
to be associated with sorne other supplements, such as AtroipZex 3pp.
(Maré, 1935; de Cock, 1965), but an association of soils, such as
it would allow the planting of the both in the same area, is very
rare. As the Cactus cannot be used as a single component in the sheep
diet. same other drought resistant shrub has ta be foum..
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Z.Z.5.3. Another limitation derives
from the fact that Opuntia ficus indica var. inermis cannot be
grazed directly by an:irnals; it has to be cut and animals fed with
it in paddocks.
1.2. Grm·:th requirements and feeding exper:Lf!lents with
AtripZex nummuZaria and A.haZimus.
As it was the case for Opuntia~ the plantation of AtPipZex
is encouraged by loans from the goverrnnent.
1. 2.1. ~!r~t~v~ ~alu~. According to Sc:hnitt-Burr
(1971), the nutritive value of two species planted on non saline
Ouslatia soil was:
Table (E)
Species narne F .U. / kg of dry matter
AtripZex nummuZaI'ia 0,66
AtripZex halimus 0,56
The 10aves are rich in protein, as they contain 19 to 25 %of
their dry weight in nitrogenous ccmpoums.
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1.2.2. ~o!l~~ ~a!.e!:. !:.eqlJ.:iE.e~e~t~. In the ecology
or AtripLex, two factors interact: Salinity anl hydromorprJ.c sail
con:iitions (G. Novikoff, 1964) resulting from ternporary saturation
by water of soil horizons; that is why it is of little interest to
emphasize on rainfall without accurately defining the hydromorphy
in relation with the plant grovJth.
L.2.2.L. In Tunisia, AtripLex haLimus
var. Schweinfurthii gr'ows (G. Novikoff, 1964) on fine textured to
loamy soils which salinity reaches 80 rnillimhos in the root zone,
and have marked reddish spots associated vàth greyish spots.
L.2.2.2. AtripLex n~~Laria. Areas
vlhere it was planted were fine textured, non saline soils by C.
Malcolm (1969) and v:hich can be seen later.
1.2.3. ri~l3.s-:. For A. nwnmuLaria (Broken Hill
population) umer semi-arid climate of Hendi Zitoun, Malet (1969)
harvested in 1968, under 360 millnneters of rainfall: 3,9 T of dry
matter per hectare, including 2 T of leaves am. 1,9 T of wood
(2n:i year of grm.Jth); the sail was a non saline, fine textured
a11uviwn.
As to A. haUmus var. Schweinfurthii~ Ziani (1970) umer
the extreme1y favourab1e corrlitions of Oued Zerkine, not fouro e1se-
wh~rc in Cellter ()r 2î)llth.-~rn rl'unisi8, horvestecl 1,82 of 1eaves and
0,82 T per hect8l"e of woal expressed on a dry matter basis.
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1.2.4 . !e~!~ ~XE?!:.~!!t~. In Sumner 1970,
G. Novikoff, M. Sarson, Tchamitchian studicd under Tunisian condi-
tions and with the fat tailed sheep (p. 198, reprt No. 7):
- the relationship between the consumption of A. nummulapia
and the salinity of drinkable water;
- the influence on the intake of A. nummulaI'ia~ of the
addition to the diet of other forage dro~~t resistant shrubs;
- the comparative intake of A. nummulaI'ia an:i A. halirrrus
umer similar comiti::1S. These experiments were performed sOOl-
taneously in Ouslatia farm, &nala des Souassis, Ouled l'1'hamed farm.
l.2.4.l. Relationship between the
consumption of A. nwrmulapia am. the salinity of drinkable watcr.
The sheep came from Ouslatia and A. nwrrmulaI'ia C'-';;l~ also frorn the
same origine
The Table 12 shows the mineraI composition of the leaves
whereas the Table 13 shows the chc.mical cornposition ai' the drinkablc
water.
In the Table below, is in::licated simultaneously the aroount
of A. nummulana ingestoo in kilograms of fresh matter per day
(G. Novikoff, r.1. Sarson, Tchamitchian).
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rrable (F)
Experimental Amount of Amount of
station A. nummuZa:ria scxlium in
consurned in drinkable water
kgs/day (mg/liter)
Ûlslatia farrn 3,80 50in dry lard
Ouled 1'1' hamed
under irri- 2,0 212
gation
Smala des
Souassis 1,18 550
dry lard
When plotted on agraph (see Fig. 5), this shows that the
amount of Atriplex consumed is inversely proportional to the amount
of scdium in drinkable water.
The sheep regulate themselves the amount of salt consumed.
In case (A), the amount of Atriplex consumed with 4 kgs of Cactus
are sufficient to cover the requirements of the sheep weight main-
tained, whereas in Snala des Souassis, despite the same amount of
Cactus ingested, it is necessary to add sorne concentrated focxi to
maintain the weight of th:: eW2S (Gachet and Schweisguth, 1972).
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Z.2.4.2. Influence on the intake of
A. nummuZaPia~ of the addition to the diet of other forage drought
resistant shrubs. The same authors showed that, when to this diet
is added Acacia ZiguZata (650 gr/day), the consumption of A.
nummuZaria increase f1:om 1300 to 1700 grams per head/day ~'Probably
a dilution effect).
Z.2.4.3. Comparison of the consumption
of A. nurrrnuZaria an:1 A. haZimus (local ·origin). Two groups of
sheep consumed each of these species, in Smala des Souassis
- the first group consumed 1,18 of A. nummularoia /head/day;
/
- the secom group consumed 1,4 kg of A. halimus /head/day.
The better consumption of A. halirrn..s is confirmed by pa1a-
tabi1ity studies on AtripZex by M. sarson a~ A. Harnrouni (1975),
an:i a1so by H~i2j'S studies (1976).
1. 2.5. !::~!a!iQn~ in_tlle_u~e_<3!P_CQn.~l!!!p~i.:Jn_of.
~c~l~tiz~_~_~tiv~ ~~cie~ ~f__ At~iP..l.f:i..x_i"Q ~i~i~.
l.2.5.Z. Rainfa11 an:i hydro1ogy.
For A. nummularia umer Kairouan comitions, the rainfal1 is 280 mms
(the same as in Souassis); the soi1 in Kairouan was a clay without
water 'table on 2 meters, and a ·silty loam in Smala, but with a water
table at lm,SO .. 'T'his rtgL'ccs w.ith the requirements imicated by
M., 1('0 lm f.1.0G'J):
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':'ab1,; (G)
Prsf:)rr,;ü Pl" -::f':rr·~:(l l.;,'i t ·.:r 1":.13. tiansSpecies lûW2
rainf2.11 -
(in nDS) SUJ1TIL:l' Hint.:r
A. nwrmula:1'ia 250 375 dry ta slishtly SUrviV2S short
moist t",:rm sh'::ü10w
f10')..1 in
A. l'iuzgodioides 250 .., 450 :..Tj to sligrJt1Y
moist .' id. ~,
• semibaccata 300 . 375 iry to sli:;ht1Y ,'Bust not h-;n.
moist
1
f1001c:1
1
-
......•_.......... ".~ ......_----_ ....._- ......_--
- - -
-"-'- _...._.... ~ _.~ ... -
- .' .. .. .._.._._ ........- -,-"".---
7,.2.5.2.
or ox2.1s.t~lccUlnul3.tion. Fi::-;u:r"; (5) shu!':s tlj: irl'lu .nc,:; Df'1n in·-
Cr8JSi':: in 32.linit? of,irinV:?hl" "r:.t(:r ()n th:; le.cr' -::'8'-: inlt'Pt'p lé!X
numnula.Y'-z:a int:..:.:~.::. In\ustre.1Ll., ta ::vrJit:'. tt:-lis s21t i')ff::.ct qnd
scourinz; of t~!..: ?nhl3.1s, ~·lh.:n using (~ hi3hlY3:.1i~y, f:;',--0 (~iI1(\ /,.
nwrrrmûaY'ia'i.:"'Jong other ,~h~ipZex is 2. l;i:;h s"lt conL;nt), it h2S to b~
mix:xl up with '1 lO~'J salt f ~:..:::'.l, lil~-,:: /tri? lex of lowcr sJ.lt cont::nt,
or stubblc, or uSi.:d in .:.ssociotion with frcsh 'TQt2r.
'1'h~ ox1l2t2 cont:::nt of ftr(Jle:,: iTI.<:1Y incr::.:lSt u'1Ckr som'! cir--
CunlSt3..'1C"~S (Osmond, 19::;3, 1~lG7). in or:1::r ta 2void::.ccid:mts, in UtJh,
hThe-r:: i t rr~lY r'::2.ch 9 ta 12 %of tl1r.':ir dry wds~t, one part of th: dL:t
is h3.y (!hlcoLil, 1969).
1.2.6. Conclusions . :J:ithcr ltY'i?lex 7-:alimu:J nor
.~tripZe~t', ni..onm'-A.ZaY'ic~ b·]c?:.us ': th; fr,~qJL'nt OCC\.LrTc.nc:: in arid zon2S
of brackish W:.'.td'S of t:'92 such as Souassis (5,,·6 c;rams pel" liter of
soluble s21ts) c:m bo U3 ::::1 :3 :: siIli.-,;la compon:nt of the sn::sp s(:3.sonal
er:l.::r~cncy jLt" th:'y h"'x~;, to bê us(:d in mixtur-:.' vrith oth2r non s:llin::
fc-.:-:j. ,1triple::; n?AJm1Ular~a" at its optiml 10c!ltion cannat gravi satis-
f~ctorily helaw 250 ~s.
'.
1.3.
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Growth requirements ~3.rd ff:eding eX9criments with
oth8r species such ;:>.s !wa(~ia cyanophylla~
Medica~o arborea.
Sorne research was carriod out by Forest Research Institute
of 'funisia on the use of Acaoia cyanophylla and Medicago arborea for
feeding sheep.
1. 3 .1. ::!..e9:..i~ag.o_a!:.,bq.T!a.:... Sarson am el Harnrouni
planted Uedicago arborea at Bou Rebia experimental farm (H. el He1Il'lrouni
am M. Sarson, 1976). A caITying capacity expe.riment was perfarmed with
18 sheep, an:1 its yield was of 3.600 F.U.lhectarc (67 %deriving from
Mediaago arborea am 33 %from annual plants}. In the sarne farm, the
.,'
yields in barley reached 1.800 kgs/ha, \lJhich is the equivalent of
1.800 F. U. Iha.
1. 3 .2. ~ct!:.cia_ay"a?2.02JzlLlIa~ Accordir.g ta a personal
corrmmication of Mr. Ziani, FAO expert of the "Institut de Reboisement
de Tunis", an experimsnt of cutting Acacia cyanophyZZa was performed in
Saouania dunré?s, in Northern Tunisia. Th:: tr::E;3 were 7 years old, and
the cutting of branches \<12.13 dons' on June, mo~)t favourable period because
the amount in proteins is the highest, and thqt cf tanins the lowest.
On each tree, 2/3 of branches wcrc cut (a11 branches be1Œ'J 3 cms diam.)
arrl it did not harm them. There ,,~~.S 266 trees plant.2d per hectare:
Table (H)
.Amount of trees per hect.::rc 266
1
Weight cf fresh brancheD/h~. 24,8 tons
Weight cf lC3.ves Ira. grec"n dry
10,9 tons
1
6,10 tons
\'Jeight of wood lm. 13,9 tons 8,76 tons
1- 1
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One hectare uf Acacia cyanop~yZla planted ~t 266 trep.s
per hectare can prcduce 2,92 tons of dry leaves. This amount can
cover 20 %of the sheep's diet per day for 65 shcep duri~ 6 months ..
SECTION D: SOME PROPOSALS TOWARDS A UNIFIED METHO-
DOLOGY FROM PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED STUDIES
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SECTION D: SOME PROPOSALS TOWARDS A UNIFIED METHO-
DOLOGY FROM PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED STUDIES
'l'here are two steps in grazing management activities:
- the purely technical step which shows the different
technical grazing possibilites that were eXper:L:Tie!1ted without
choosing the optimal one for the farrner.
- the integration of grazing studier. into the farm; a
"sarting" may occur among the previous technical possibilities ,
due to human constraints, nutritional, econamical or sociological.
Our' -,- purely tentative - proposaIs for a unified methcrl.o-
logy in the studies previously rnentioned vlÎ.II be splitted into
the follm.n.ng paragraphs:
4.1. The technical aspects of- gr-azing stlldies.an1
experimentation of forage drought resistant shrubs, umer specilied.
conditions of erosion.
4.2. Integration of the grazing studies into the
fann activities; the human constraints~ rutritional, economie.or
sociological.
4.3. Specialized problems: study of nutritional
requirements of local strains of sheep, goats, camels.
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4.1. The technical aspects of grazing studies and
experimentation on feeding animaIs with forage
drought resistant shrubs under specified erosion
conditions.
4.1.1.
The studies described in Section A-·J:I
- provide the inventory of aculally existing resources
and (with an umefined accuracy), evaluatf";s the actual amount of
forage; in othcr words, it defines the plant associations am,
to sorne extent, the range sites
- do not provide information on the actual production
of the grazed land in comparison with i ts potential production
(range coniition) and also umer mcx1ified grazing coalitions.
Also there are no imications of the vegetational trend
umer un:listurbed comitions and also umer different grazing
treatments (F. Wagner, 1975-a).
4.l.l.l. According to F. Wagner (1975-a)~
there are two basic approaches to reach 1I1e goals rncntioned as those
of the grazing (or range) managEment
4.1.1.2. The "analytic" or autoecolcgi,;al
approach which involves a detailed study of the plant species of a
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ccmnunity in their reaction to grazing and of the causes of the
vegetation change. With the un:ierstancting of such processes
and simulation models, it will be possible to predict changes
of vegetation due to certain types of grazing use. These studies
take more time but the comprehension of the ecosystem is more
deep and sorne degree of generalization is possible.
4. Z. Z. J. The "empirical" or experimental
approach. Different grazing experiments are established close to
each other, and the long-term effects on vegetation, livestock,
soils are measured: different stocking rates, cC:11.tination of diffe-
rent anirnals, seasons of grazing, rotational plans can be measured
from the standpoint of their effect on vegetation, on livestock,
on soil.
This approach does not require so much personnel and was
used in the 3 North American countries, and could be used in Magt.reb
too as a group of experimental farms established in the widely ex-
ten:ied ecosystB~.
The first of our proposals will consider the es:t_ab~ishmen~
(or reinforcement) of experimental farms.
Len experimental farm is the prelmgF:.?I'Y _ci?~i~~9!1 of any grazing
program.
The farm should have plots excluded from grazing in rar~e
sites of different ecosystems.
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4.Z.Z.4. The mapping of vegetation
according to range condition classification is necessarily asso-
ciated with the previous experirnental farms
- in helping their location
- in studying the ecosystem(s) according to the
range corrlition classification, so that grazing progr'ams could
easily be prepared.
Because of the always questionable accUl~acy in dry matter
amount for such wide areas, it is better to increas8 the sub-
sampling and split each range site into as rrBny range corrlition
categories as possible giving an evaluation of dry matter content
to each of the comition categories.
4.Z.Z.5. Simulating the grazing corrlition.
The s:ir.Julation of the grazing corrlition was started by D. Goodall
(1969), with sorne preliminary simplifications; it is now worked
out at the Tunisian Presaharan Project, am it emphasizes on the
relationship between the amount of lambs producect on a hectare
basis, the weight attained by the lamb when sold, and the quan-
tity, also the quality of forage consumed by the ewe, am the
permissible stocking rates for the sheep mld the goats.
4.1. 2. ~E.eE.ime!!t~ti0E. ~n_f~~i~_a~ls_wi.tb.
~~~!.!:.e~i~t~!. ~~!2.s_wi.tb.0~t_e!:o~i~n~
4.Z.2.Z.
from 200 to 380 millimeters.
Areas with precipitations rangirg
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4.7..2.7..7.. Thornless prickly
pear. For areas whose precipitation ranges from 250 ta 380 milli-
meters, it seems possible ta find sorne forage (or substitute) ta
be added ta the thornless prickly pear, sa that i t is consumed
(as in its country of origin) in mixture with a big amount of
other forage (such as for instance leaves, stubble).
Between 150 and 250 millimeters, the use of thornless
prickly pear as only component of sheep's diet for long perioos,
because of its poor energetic and proteic content may create pro-
blE:ffiS; it is more difficult ta find sorne forag8 which would be
added ta Opuntia ficus indica var. inermis to supplement its defi-
ciencies and the autho~ thinks that sorne efforts towards planting
and experimenting Acacias need ta be developed.
4.7..2.7..2. Atrip7.ex nummu7.aria~
A. halirrr<A.s arrl other forage halophytic shrubs.
Under optimal conditions, A. nummu1.aria grows in Australia,
under a high rainfall regime (more than 350 millimeters). There
has been plantations under a wide range of precipit.ations, far
below 350 millimeters, but it is suggested ta limit the pJanlatinn
of A--' nwrurru7.aria in Tunisia above 350 millimeters (and umer fine
textured soils) until i ts performances are checked, such as
- possible amount of dry matter which could be
rernoved;
- amount consumed by animals of different herbivore
type under differc:nt salinity conditions.
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The possible plantation of other edible shrubs such as Koahias
needs to be studied because of their lower permeability to salts
than A. nummularia. The higher acclUTIUlation of salts by A. nummu-
1,aria than by other species was mentioned by fJJalco1.'TI (1969) in
relation with the need of adding ta this species a h~h amount of
less "saline" or less salt accumulative Atl'iplex, or stubble.
Atl'iplex haUrrrus var. SchweinfU1'thii gows umer a wider
range of precipitations but this plant specL's seems to be more
related to a defir1.ite water logging conditions (or hydromorphy)
of the soil than to rainfall. But it may accurmJ.late sorne salts,
thus rnaking it improper to sheep consumptior: (Kil::.ian Ch., 1957):
un:ier medium comitions of salinity (20 gaIns of NaCl per liter) ,
A. haUmus accunulates the quarter of its dry matter in so::lium
chloride (Zid, 1976).
A.nother plant species, noticed by the author (G. Novikoff,
1964), as growing in the middle belt of the chotts is Halimione
pol'tulacoides var. appendiculata: it has the characteristic aspect
of a plant which is densely and frequently grazed, is consumed by
sheep, goats, camels, but more studies are needed to define more
accurately its forage abilities.
Tunisia, is the most diversified for its halophytic vege-
tation among many countries; it is also well advanced for forage
use of halophytes; still proill('tinn~ pl;mlAt.inn llnOPY> §!'j~ <':')uliHnn"\#.
their acceptabil ity by ;::mjmals nem to be studied.
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4.l.2.2. Areas with precipitations below
150 rnillimeters am loeated outside the climatic area of eoastal
influence. For areas, whose hygranetry of the air is, as an
average, below 50 %, there are no forage drought resistant shru.bs
known. The studies of Turisian Presaharan Proj ect on sandy
Rhante~ium suaveolens eeosystem have shown two perernial speeies
highly preferred: Argy~olobium uniflorurn (sheep), Retama retam
(goats) .
M. Sarson mentioned (oral carmn.) that sorne perennials
like A. he~ba alba have the same forage value as alfaZfa. It
was suggested by the author, at the 2m FAO meeting on grazing
lards (Tunis, 20 - 23 April 1976) to:
- develop a plan of evaluation of the most eclible plant
species in different ecosystems;
study more the possibilities of propagation of sueh
native perennial plants rather than trying to introduce foreign
pla,'1t species of unknown abilities. One or several geI'IJ'!?pla~~
would be oost useful for:
ereating collections of these specles, selc(~1~illè': l:h('~.
ani storing seeds for exchangc tn allY Mrvii t.,>lTdrlÛ9.l1 (;vullLl'Y·
Another suggestion made by the author at this meeting
would be to create a eatalog of forage drought preferred plant
species growing in Mediterranean clirnate with a record of thejr
production, their energetic and proteie nutritive value, their
palatability by sheep, goats, camels am the factors lirniting
their consumption. In areas with rainfall below 150 rnillimeters,
this would make possible to reseed the depleted grazed lards
l.nth the mnc.t f'::ll::lJ.nhlc fcxklcr shl'uhs.
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4.1.3. Q.r~z~~ ~XEe!:~e!!.t~~ ~s~ 9..f_f9..r~~
3!'~~! !:e~i~t~'1! ~h!:UE.s_up~r_c9..~i!i~2.f_a~tlv~r~s~o!!..
4.7.,.3.7.,. The grazing management in
watersheds i3 quite a new subject. vlhen studying in a watershed
how to decr~)ase soil erosion due to grazin.g, especially in areas
with shale, experiments on a wide scale like those of Coweeta
experimental station would be worth establishing (Co1Gman, 1953).
This field is new and would deserve special attention in areas
arouni dams.
4.7.,.3.2. In watersheds with sandy soils
located in areas below 200 millimeters, it is useful to recall
that there is a close relationship between the soil erosion by
water of the upper part and loose sand deposit""o.cl at the lower part
of the watershed. This loose sand is later blown away over the
adjacent areas. To fight against such desert encroachnent, several
watersheds should be managed according to this double purpose
(treatrnent against water erosion on the Upp2r part and wim erosion
at the lower part of watersheds).
4.7.,.3.3. The importance of litter in
the prevention of vmter (D.S.D.A. Handbook N°. 235, 1962) and
wim erosion (G. Novikoff, 1977-b) needs to he studied in different
ecosysterns am different rainfall, slopes, degree of cover by
vegetation, intensity and pŒ'iods of grazing.
shrubs, their use
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4.1.3.4. As to forage drought resistant
for increasing the hydraulic ruguosity coe~ficient
in water channels need to be developed and experi"11ente:1, espe-
cially where there are problems of sard deposition in lower parts
of a watershed;
for the creation of vegetal filters around gullies
needs to be studied more.
4.2. Integration of the grazing studies into the farm
activities, the human co~traints, nutritional,
sociological, economical.
In Tunisia, oost of the grazing larrls support a population
who rely partly on sheep breeding arrl goat breeding for their li-
ving. As we already insisted in a former paper (G. Novikoff,
1977-a), the essence of the problem is not technical but a h~1
one. It is unsufficient to introduce new techniques incroa!':dr.g
the forage yields, but it is also necessary to adjust these
techniques in relation with the needs, the technical abilities,
and the wishes of people. It is only when farmers will be shown
how to improve their grazing lan::i and will accept to do it, that
a real wide scale effort can start.
Tunisia is conscious of these problerns an:l has oriento.ted
sorne of its efforts in this direction.
4.2.1.
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Nutritional needs.
The studies of W. Bedoian in the South of 'IUnisia
(1975) and other nutritionists in Center of Tunisia show that
countrymen leave their families on dry years to earn t!y.:::ir living
in towns so as to buy food for their families.
On the other hand, there is a constant increase in the
surface of cultivated lands to the detriment of grazed lards,
and often the countrymen plough soils with high erodibility to
wim erosion. Two efforts are needed
1) Intensify barley cultivation: that is try to replace
the low yield strains covering a wide surface in dry land culti-
vation, by other strains developing on irrigated land, that is,
on a much smaller surface of cultivation.
2) The milk of the goat is used by families for many
purposes; the rneat is also consumedj if, for sorne reason goats
need. to disappear, they have to be replaced (wherever possible)
by cows in coastal areas, or goats gathered on special places.
4.2.2. !n!e~~ti:.o!!.~f_tge_s~cio.!o~j.ca.! ~ ~c~n~mic
~o!!.s!F~i.!:!t~;_p!:0E?~a.! f.o~ ~ ~~zi.~ ~!2A~~e.!:!t_p~o~~m_a! ~ regio~Rl
leve1.
4. 2. 2. l. First step. We have a1ready
considered that the eX1)erimental farm is the basis and fundarnent
for any grazing study.
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4.2.2.2. Second step. Through :duca-
tional work a.n:i mass media, show the advantage of proper grazing
'management techniques (Park, 1958)
= for the farmers, it vTill be done
by visits at the experirnental farm
= for professors of secondary
schools, teachers of prirnary schools, after visits they will have
to do sorne lectures on the advantages of exclusion from grazing
in grazed areas (s..tggested by the author and accepted at a meeting
of Tunisian ~~)
= Youth clubs will have lectures on
the same subjects (demonstration in the field by the participants
of the Desert Biome project in Tunisia to Youth Club of Gabes) of
the ecologic problems related to desert encroachment.
= In television and radio, are also
necessary lectures on grazing management.
At the sa'TIe tirne, an evaluation of
a technical guide for the stocking rate, range trend, amount con-
sumed by animaIs is done at the farm.
4. 2. 2.3. Tnird step. 'l'he third step
begins when the flli'""'I!lers have accepted to put these techniques in.:
practice in their areas; it is necessary to select several farmers
so that the studies are at the real scale of the farm. It is at.:·
this level that mapping of the grazed part of the farm is done t
using range condition classification (1/20.000 scale).
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It is necessary to develop sorne forage reserves for the periods
of sumner and winter shortages. Onc8 the faJ.'1TIcrs have obtained
positive results, it is themselves who, in their own language,
discuss with other countryrnen about their experience.
It is only at that time that it is possible to decrease
the "grazing pressure" (exclusion from grazing, or deferrment)
from the native lard and to apply an organized grazing program.
4.2.2.4. Fourth step. The farrners
accept to follow a grazing program. It is at this level that
mapping evaluates the rarge condition of their larri and proposes
a grazing program.
4.3. Specialized problerns
Study of nutritjonal requirements of local strains of
sheep, goats, camels. AlI the nutritional requirernents are
cornputed from tables based upon foreign sheep. It would be
useful to get detailed information on energetic and proteic
requirements of sheep, goats, ~8mp.ls fIOUl! 10CR] 'T1mjsi;:m ütt'ains.
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Table 1: Botanical compositio::
of the sheep diet in rnixed herd :>r a:'one
(after R. Griego, 1975)
PERCENTAGE IN THE FOOD DI~
First week Secom week Third week Fourth week
1
sheep mixed sheep mixed sheep nixed sheep mixed
alone herd alone herd alone hem : alone herd
1
1
Annual plant species
,
29.40 12.00 26.70 2.10 3.80 1.00 1 1.10 0.00Dauou8 spp. (2 esp.)
1
MatthioZa kraZikii i12.40 14.70 1.00 1.00 1.:0 1.00 , 0.00 1.00
\ZolZikofepia pesedi-foUa
15.00 18.10 2.20 2.90 LX) 1.60 1 0.00 0.00ssp. eu-pe8edifoUa
1Cutandia divariaata 14.20 9.60 1.00 2.90 3. .30 3.10 2.10 4.90
Others 22.40 17.64 10.08 18.19 7.28 11.66 3.62 20.66
Total annual plant species 93.40 72.04 40·98 27.09 16.>8 18.36 6.82 26.56
Perennial plant species
Rhantepium suaveoZens 2.61 2.98 54.98 56.28 80.52 69.63 86.84 71.09
APgypoZobium unifZopum 1. 70 18.20 1.00 --_ 3.60 0 2.10 0 0
Retama petam 0 2.80 0 3.10 0 0 0 2.10
Others 2.25 2.68 4.94 2.97 3.1J 9.91 93.18 73.44
Total perennials 6.56 26.66 60.92 65.95 83.6~ 81.64 180.02 146.63
---
"Table 2 Botanical composition of the goat diet :.n mixed herd or alone
(after R. Griego, 1975)
PERCENTAGE IN THE FOOD DIEr
Plant species name
First week
Goat mixod
alone herd
Second week
goat mixed
alone herd
Third week
goat rnixed
alone herd
Fourth week
! goat rnixed
j alone herd
- ----
Annual plant species
Dauaus spp. (2 esp.)
Matthiola kralikii
Zollikoferia resedifolia
ssp.eu-resedifolia
Cutandia divaricata
œh~s
14.30
5.40
6.70
34.70
12.56
1.20
4.60
14.30
3.40
8.07
43.70
1.40
3.30
6.70
12.89
2.50
1.'10
2.40
'7.60
5.75
3.90
2.00
1.00
4.60
10.41
o
o
1.00
6.40
3.22
o
o
1.00
1.60
2.90
o
o
1.00
2.20
2.74
Total annua1 plant species 73.66 31.57 67.99 19.25 21. 91 10.62 5.50 5.94
P~ennia1s
Rhanterium suaveolens
Argyrolobium uniflorum
Ret2r71a retam
Others
25.67
o
o
0.67
19.27
6.10
28.70
14.36
29.97
1.00
o
1.04
36.56
1.50
32.40
10.29
77.13
o
o
0.96
68.68
1.00
14.60
5.10
92.83
o
o
1.67
75.87
o
15.10
3.09
Total perennia1s 26.34 68.43 32.01 80.75 78.09 89.'iR 94.50 qlt.oG
Table 3 Henchir es Siane - Winter 1976 - Grazing by mixed flock 0:' sheep and goats
Utilization percentage, Intake percentage, Availability ane. Forage of sorne
plant species; grazing occured from 21st February to 4th of April
Production Production utili- i Intake Foragein enclosur8S left after Difference zation Availa-
Plant species'name (kgs dry matter) grazing (Intake) percen- : percen- bility prefe-
em of grazing (kgs dry matter) taq;e tage rence
1 factorPl P2 D U
1 l A1
i
1
Rhanterium suaveaZens 63.98 34.62 29.36 46 % 20 % 16,4 % - 0.02
1
SaZsa la vermiaul.;ta
1var. brevifa Zia 21.43 8.92 12.59 58 % Il % 5,4 % - 0.73
Artemisia aampestris 46.83 18.35 28.48 60 % 11 % 11 % - 0.15
1Annuals 260.28 223.58 36.70 14 % 34 % 60 % - 0.43
'IDTAL : 392.52 285.47 107.13 - - - -
(Pl) Tt (P2) T D'r
Intake for one species A DAIntake percentage l = Total Intake - DT
Utilization percentage U B
= Intake for one species A DA Pl - P2Production ln enclosuresA = =(Pl)A
Pl
A
Availability percentage A = Production of one species A
= PATotal production
(Pl) T
Forage preference factor l - A=
-
l + A
Table 4: Botanica1 composition of the sheep an:l goat diets
on Spring pasture (Dar ez Zaoui) mixed f10ck (after D. an:l l. Cracker-Bedford, 1976)
Grazing occurred from April 16th ~ti1 August 1bth, 1976
Grazing dates Sheep Goat
Beginning of pasture:
April 16th, 1976
Middle of pasture,
during '1oi."",ht of
Rhantel'iwn f10wering
40 % MatthioZa kl'aZikii 60 %MatthioZa kraZikii
25 % Hedysarwn spinosissimum ZoZZikoferia l'esedifoZia
spp. eU~·3pinosissum Rhantel'izan suaveolens
25 % Lotus pusiUus
30 % Rhantel'ium suaveoZens 50 %Rhanterium suaveolens f1ow.
f1'wc;rs 15 %HeZianthemum lipii
25 % Al'gYl'oZobium unifZol'um 15 %SaZsoZa vel'micuZata var.
25 % PZantago aZbicans bl'evifolia
En.:i of pasture:
August 18th, 1976
35 % PZantago aZbicans
30 % Litter + standing dead
(rnainly Lotus haZophiZus.,
Medicago Zittol'aZis,
Hedysarum spinosissimum)
13 % Al'gYl'olobium unifZol'Um
8 % Rhantel'ium suaveoZens
25 %Rhantel'iwn suaveoZens
18 %Standing dead + sane 1itter
13 %HeZianthemum Zipii var.
sessili[lOi:>um
11 %Al'gYl'oZobium unifiol'um
9 %SaZsoZa vel'micuZata var.
bl'evifo Zia
Table 5 Botanical composition of the sheep and goat diets
on Surmner pasture (D3r ez Zaoui, DI Dl and D2); grazing occUIred v~ith
a mixed fJ.ock from August 19th until September 21st, 1976
Grazing Shecp diet Goat diet
Beginning of grazing:
August 19, 1976
40 % Argyrolobium uniflorW'n 40 % Nolletia chrysocomoides
20 % Nolletia chrysocomoides 30 % Argyrolobium unifloru~
15 % Plantago albicans 10 % Salsola vermiculata var.
brevifolia
10 % Salsola vermiculata var. 5 % Rhanterium suaveolens
brevifolia
End of grazing:
Sept. 21, 1976
80 % Litter + standing dead
7 % Salsola vermiculata var.
brevifoUa
7 % Rhanterium suaveolGms
50 % Stœ1ding brown + litter
25 % Salsola vermiculata VlP.
brevifolia
20 % Rhanterium suav~olen9
Table 6: Botanical composition of sreep and goat diets
on fall pasture (Erg Jerbi) and for a mixed flock; the gr'2.zing started on October 16th
and ended on November 5th, 1976 (after D. and K. Crocker-Bedford, 1976)
Grazing dates SheclP~ _ Goa•.t~ _
Beginning of pasture, 50 % PZantago aZbiaans 5J % SaZsoZa vermiauZata
after 10 rnms rain, 20 % SaZsoZa vermiauZata var. brevifoZia
on October 16, 1976 var. bravifo Zia 20 % Rhanterium suaveoZens
10 % ArgyroZobium unifZorum 7 % EchiochiZon frutiaosu~
5 % NoZZetia chrysocomoides 7 % PoZygonum equisetiforme
80 % Litter 40 % Rhanterium suaveoZens
10 % SaZsoZa vermiauZata 40 % Standing dead + same litte
var. brevifo Zia as for sh2ep
5 % Rhanterium suaveoZens 10 % SaZsoZa vermicuZata
var. brevifoZia
End of pasture,
November 5th, 1976
Table 7 Tentative and provisional list of most ~esired plant species and also
key forage species of Rhanterium suaveo:ens and Asphodelus refractus
plant association in sandy Rhanterium s~veolens ecosystem. Dar ez Zaoui -
C\)mputed from studies of R. Griego, W. Eeè.oian, G. Novikoff, D. Crocker-Bedford.
K,_:y !.>il~age plant species are those con-;ributing, at one season at least, for
more than 25 %of the diet, expressed :n bite counts.
Plant species name
Sheep diet G-, .1. t die t l
1
fall winter spring sumner fall winter spring sumner
Plantago albicans 1 ++ ++ ++ + +
Zollikoferia resedifolia
ssp. eu-resedifolia ++ ++ + + +
Matthiola kralikii
- ++ ++ - + ++
Daucus spp. - + ++
Hedysarum spinosissimum
- + ++
Lotus pusiUus - + ++
Cutandia divaricata - ++ ++ - +
Rhanterium suaveolens + ++ + + ++ ++ ++ +
Argyrolobium uniflorum + ++ ++ ++ + + +
Nolletia chrysocomoides + + + + + ++
Salsola vermicuLata
var. brevifolia 1 ++ + + ++ + + +
Table 8 Tentative outline of plant species considereé a~ decreasers or increasers
in nebka range unit from sarrly Rhanteriwn s1A.a1)'olens ecosystem,
Rhanteriwn suaveolens and Asphodelus refraatu8 association (Dar ez Zaoui,
Spring 1975).
e
~~ est. 3tJt ~ ~'ltofl. OS' OJ... J(~u LU vè~~ Vt~t ~a.rty fro1t/ (~) fu (13) 1 ; ~ w<1J ;t. ~Cb-.d "Il ~(3~' (Jo,(..Q -fo èL' LU 0..7- _
il
Area exeluded from grazing 1\ Area with Spring defœred grazIl
Il
Age A Il BIl
cate- ilProduc- Pereen- 1 Nurnber " Produc- Pereen- NumberIlgory tion in tage of of in::ii- Il tion in tage of of indiIl
kgs dry total pr)- viduals " kgs dry total pro- vidualsIl
matter/ha duction. perim.. Il matterlha duction per/ha.
DECREASERS AND SPECIES
cLOSE '1'0 CillIAX (DE)
- PERENNIALS
*
1
Rhanterium suaveolens adults 58.83 8.4 % 2.900 61.14 12.6 %
seedlings 2.01 1 % 27.700 2.64 1 %
1
Argyrolobium uni~orwn adults
- -
- 3.92 1 %
1
seedlings 29.45 4.2 % 23.300 2.45 1 % !
1
Helianthennan lipii var. adults - - - - - 1;
sessiliflorwn ,
seedlings 2.18 1 % 5.600 0.01 1 % i
Il 11Il 1
- ANNUAL PLANI' SPECIES Il iIl i
Il iMatthiola kralikii 1 98.20 Il14 % Il 53.50 11.1 % :1 Il
Dauaus syrtiaus 31.61 4.5 % Il 11 Il 1. 78 1 % i1/
ZOllikoferia resedifolia J Il11
eu-resedifolia 1 23.14 Il 43.3 % Il 18.30 %1 1/
Hedysarum spinosissimum 111 4.04
Il
eu-spinosissum 1 % Il 1.01 1 %1 1/
* Rhn'Y/+oY>-",J'm .Q71n7)orJ1o'Y/Q -i é:i r>r.nb; ~",Y>..-..4 n~ n clÏJn::iti~ f'nr t.~. 111~C'" "-"~"~_"''P_4.!._ ....... '11h~f- ;.,)1 ,.,h" despite its produc l
- 2 -
Table 8 (Cont'd)
Cutandia divaPicata
:11 Il
Il
1 217.30 31 % ::
1 Il
Il
, Il
55.65 11.5 %
200
800
%
%
1
1
18.6 %
17.7 % :
====================d
------------1-------------~------- ---------
1.11
0.79
85.60 kgs
201.49 kgs
483.72 kgs701.14 kgs
(IN)
T01'AL DEC,1iEASERS
APtemisia campestris
CLeome aPabica
AsphodeLus fistuLosus
IfLoga spicata
Hordeurn rrrurinwn
TarAL PRODUCTION
(in kilogr'ams dry matter
(ha)
INCREASERS
1 li
1 464.53 kgs 66·3 % ::
1 ::
===============================F=========== ============== ========== ========~===============
1 ::
1 ::
1 ::
1 1:
1 27.68 3 . 9 % II 48.48 10 %
1 Il
20.75 33 % :: 29.73 6.1 %1 Il
1 2.05 1 % :: 5.33 1.1 %
1 Il
1 0.24 1 % :: 2.06 1 %1\
1 :: (l ,: '----------t--------:------'
TCfI'AL lliCREASERS 1 50.72 kgs 7.2 % ::
Il
F==============================t=========== ============== ========== ========~~===============
1 1:
1 adults 2.57 800 ::
1 • ::
seedllngs 1. 67 1 % 5 .200 Il
1 Il
Il
==============================4=========== ============== ========== =========~===============r============:-=======~
Il
Il
Il
\1
Il
Il
Ilr-==============r=========================d===============~==========~========~===============k============;========1
Figure (9) Sheet used for recording
Range coniition and Trerrl
RANGE CONDITION RECORD 1
Site name: SeriaI No. : _
Grazing treatment: _ Year:
Subunit on the quadrat: _
VEGErATION INVENI'OHY
r
Dimensions
Vi@lQr
Nurnber Age and
1
Species name or height diameter diameter classes statfAmounts l 2 % Cove
- -
- -.- .---
._---, -
----
-
----_.- ~~--
- - --
Figure (9) (Cont Id)
Dimensions ViguorNumber Age andSpecies name or state
Amounts height diameter diameter classes % cover
l 2
.
1,
:
1
i
1
1 1 !
1
~-~~
1
,
1
~- -----
-
-,
-------- ~---
~ -
--_. -'-~ --- - ._- -- ---._. --- --- "--- -- - -- ~ - .-- -----.-
- -
- - - --.- ---- --- --~
RANGE CONDITION RECORD 2
Soil Conditions:
1
% surface covered by rills
% surface covered by stabilized sand
% surface covered by 100se accurnulated sand
% surface covered by desert pavement
% surface covered by plant with hummocks
% surface covered by plants without hummocks
Litter and plant residues
Type litter:
Feces - Flowers - Leaves - Fruits - Stems
Amount:
Absent Scares Average Aburoant
Vegetation Present density
Annuals
Degree of caver:
Small size perennials
Rhanterium suaveolens
Other shrubs
Retama retam
Table 10 Nutritional Values of Diets Consumed
by Sheep Grazing Alone and with Goats
(after R. Griego, 1975)
Treatmen~ Week Dry matter %dry matter Apparent Apparent % erude
eonsumption digestibi- digestible digestible protein
(kgs/day) litY energy protein in diet
(kea 1) (Y.gs) %
1
1
1
Sheep alone 1 2.9 69.1 8878 .3511 12.0 13.90
1
2 1.9 58.8 6100 .:187 1 9.3 Il.60
1 1!
3 1.5 52.1 3668 .1011 6.7 9.30
1
4 1.5 51.1 3988 .099' 6.8 9.0
'Jireatment 11
average 1.9 57.8 5659 .185 1 9.4 11.0
1
1
1 1
L
i
Mixed herd 1 2.6 63.9 7887 .259 1 10.0 12.601
2 1.7 53.7 4981 .139 1 8.0 10.791
13 1.8 52.0 3927 .135 1 7.6 10.441
4 1.8 53.1 4277 .158 1 8.6 11.21
1
_J____
1
1
Treatment 1
average 1.9 55.7 5262 .1731 8.7 Il.20
1
-~=~~----~~~~~---- ------------ ---------_.- - -- -----------
_____ 1 ________
---------_.
Table 11 Nutritional Values of Diets Consumed
by Goats Grazing alone and with Sheep
Dry matter % Apparent Apparent %
Treatment Week eonsumpti .n dry matter digestiblE digestible erude
(kgs 1 day) digesti- energy energy proteinbility (Keal) (kgs)1 (%) in diet
1
1
1Goats alone 1 1.8 67.2 5525 .196 1 10.6 12.8
2 1.9 66.0 5638 211 1 11.1 13.0• 1
3 1.5 54.7 3769 .116 1 7.6 10.2
4 1.5 51.6 3718 1 6.6 9.1.101 1
1 1
1,
Treatment 1
.156 :
:average 1.7 59.8 4663 9.2 11.3 ;
--------------- ========= ------------------ --------------- ----------- ========*========== ----------------------------- ------------------ --------------- ----------- --------------
1
Mixed herd 1 1.9 60.5 5377 1 9.0.169 1 11· 9
2 1.7 58.5 4388 .162 1 9.5 12.1
3 1.9 54.8 4483 1
.148 1 7.8 1 10.4
4 1.8 53.8 3990 .133 1 7.5 9.9
1
1
tTreatment
1.8 1 8.4average 56.9 4560 .153 11.11
Table 12: M:.nera1 composition o~
k~l'iplex nummutaria l~ave"
Chernica1 Ous1atia r Ouled M' hamed Souassis
composition dry land irrigation dry 1am
,
Dry matter 28,60 25 36,60 !
Mineral matter 24,40 24,0 30,80
Ashes 8.20 7,03 8,20
Nitrogen comp. 19,10 22,50 12,30
Fats 4,40 3,90 3,30
E.N.A. 43,20 42,60 45,0
p 0,16 0,18 0,10
Ca 1,lW 0,89 1,28
K 2,20 1,71 2,36
Na 7,40 5,90 7,69
1
Table 13: Mineral composition of tte drinkab1e
water of the experimenta: centers
(in rni11igrams per liter;
Farms Ca
1
Mg Na S04 Cl C03 R.S
1 PHi
" i
\
Ous1atia 56 12 55 14 78 111 360 1 8,46 1, !\Ouled M'hamed 104 67 218 384 226 120 1240 , 8,36
Souassis 528 442 552 3302 603 69 5600 1 7,86
1
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